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ABSTRACT

One outcome-area in the -SWRL Spelling Program is the use of sources-

(e.g., a dictionary) to.determine the correct spelling of wordk having-

uhpredictablevbut common-aound=to=.spelling correspondences. This paper

-describes the dictionary- source instruction used in-comMetclally availahle

spelling_series and the materials used for-Such instruction. Dictionary

skills required to-attain the SWRL Spelling Program-outcome-lax:6 derived

from this description.
f

The sequence-of-these skills in 'Levels 1.=16 Of,

the Spelling Prograeis presented,
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DESIGN OF ,DICTIONARY,,SOURCE .INSTRUCTION FOR LEVELS 1 -16 OF THE SWRL

SpELLING ,PROGRAM

Bruce CrOnnell and Susan Becher

English sound-to-spelling correspondences are marked by a great deal

of consistency (Hanna, Manna, Hodges, & Rudorf, , 1966). The SWRL Spelling

Program is based on the assumption that because of this consistency,,

respondences can be taugheto children and that their use will facilitate

the correct spelling of-words not explicitly taught in the Program: 'However,

not all of the correspondences show perfect relations between sound and

spelling; such correspondences require differential kinds of instructional

treatment. Venezky (1969) haS indicated three types of correspondences:

/
1) Predictable:. these can be correctly tranSfeired to new words;

although environmental constraints may need to be considered;

2) Unpredictable but common: While ,these correSpendences occur in

large groups of words, their correct use cannot be determined

on the basis of sound or environment.

3) Unpredictable and rare: *These correspondences occur only -in a,

few words- and cannot be determined by sound or environment.

The first category of _predictable, correspondendee -should cause few diffi,-

culties (so long as environmental constraints are learned where necessary).

The third category, words containing unpiedictable and rare correspondences,

must be- marked as "sight words" and -be memorized by -the student. It is the-

second dategory-,_ unpredic_table-.but -common correspondences, -which can cause.

the greatest problems, since _the -words are both numerous and- in -common -use._

One way of learning words_ with- such cOriespendences- -is to memorize
ta.

them, -- relating spelling to meaning; for testing purposes, this is undoubtedly
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necessary. (Note, however, that the whole word need not be m morized, only

that part which is unpredictable; e.g., in spelling pale ,and pail, the IL

and 1 are. predictable and should not cause difficulty.) Much more efficient

and practical than memorizing all such words is to use sources (e.g., a

dictionary) to determine the .correct -spelling of words with unpredictable

correspondences. This use of sources is one of the outcome areas of the

SWRL Spelling Program ( Cronnell,, 1972a) and this paper describes the content
4of instruction leadir4 to mastery of the outcome in LeVels 1-16. Future

work will describe dictionaryrsource instruction for later levels of the

Program.

REVIEW OF DICTIONARY-SOURCE SKILLS

-Before specifihtg the content of dictionary- source instruction for

the SWRL Spelling -Program, a review Was made of such inStructiori, in" fOur"

Currently used spelli4 series:, Scott, Foresman (Monroe, Aaron, & Schiller,

1969), which provides extensive dictionary-source materials; MeGraW-Hill

(Kottmeyer & Claus , 1968) , whichi is very widely used and-,is the California

state-adopted text; SRA (Day & Lightbody, 1970), which has a good linguistie

base;- and -HOughtOn Mifflin (Hanna & Hanna, 1967), which is by the authors*

f the main study of English sound-to-spelling correspondences (Hanna et al.,

1966). (The first three of these series are reviewed in Cronnell, 1971.)

Table 1 lists the dictionary-source skills taught in these series and the

grade levels at _which they, are introduced.

. The skills -can -be organized into five 'main categories: (1) locatiOn,

-(2) spelling, (3) pronunciation- symbolization-, (4) entry ferm characterization,

and (5) meaning. The skills- under (4) and (5)- are primarily concerned with-

use of a -dictionary for -better -word knowledge. -While these- are valuable



TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF 'DICTIONARY- SOURCE SKILLS IN COMMON USE

Grade level of introduction

Skill

. Location. skillS,

knowing the alphabet in order
alphabetizing words by the

first, second, or, third=

letter
using guide words

2. Spelling skills

SCotti -McGraw-, Houghton

Foresman SRA* Mifflin

dividing words by
dictidnary syllables

proofreading
using a -reference guide

Pronunciation symboiiz4tion skills

using :prOnunciationi aYmbols

using a pronundiation, key-

.uSing key words

. Entry form tharacterizatiOn skills

numbered entries listed
separately for different'

.MeaningS and- uses

only base forms* listed
common= abbreviations listed

separately
contractions listed
special -phrases listed
some irregular inflected

forms given
capitalization indicated=

5. Meaning Skills

parts of- speech abbreviations
different meanings- for one word

-Meaning within _a sentence

context
synonyms and-antonyms

1

1

3

2

3

. 1-2
1-2

4

3

2

2

2

4

2

2,

2

2\

-

4

3 3=-4

4

3 4 3

4

4

4

----

3
----:,

4 - 4

4 4 4 -4

4 4 4 : 4

4

*SRA =does not begin until second grade.
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skills, they do not per:ain directly to the spelling of words with unpre-

dictable but common correspondences and thus will not be considered:in this

paper. The first three skill types are of importance to spelling instruction,

either as requisite skills for dictionary-source work or as part of the

outcomes for the SWRL Spelling Program.

Location Skills

Location skills are cleaily important prerequiSites for the use, of

.------elp-halietiz-ed word lists. They include a range of skills from knowing

the sequence of the alphabet through arranging words alphabetically by the

first, second, third, etc. letter and locating a word in such a list using

guide words. Spelling series1which include this type of instruction are

frequently supplemented,by beginning dictionaries ,(Scott, Foresman) or word

lists at the back of the individual books (McGraw-Hill and Houghton Mifflin).

Others assume the availability of personal copies of outside dictionaries

(SRA). However, the basic alphabetization skills do not necessarily requirp

outside sources, although guide-word instruction is most useful when applied

to a 'source which employs them.

Spelling Skills

Syllabification is_amarea-of great controversy, both-with regard-to

its definition and to the manner and utility-of instruction in it, -Groff

(1971)- presents the-bagis of the debate between linguiSts and educationists,

1

but is able to-draw very few-conclusions outside of rejecting dictirlary

. syllabifidation as_ an aid -to- teaching spelling. The ways in which the

various series handle these two areas reveal the kinds -of definitions they

are using. Houghton Mifflin defines the-syllable as being composed of-one

- vowel and_ optional consonants; this, of course, -omits diphthongs -and_Syllabid
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consonants. An accent mark is said to indicate the most important syllable

in the word. The concept of stress is introduced later. SRA emphasizes

the fact that every syllable has one vowel or vowel-like sound which may

be spelled with one or more letters. Simple exercises in listening for the

"beat" of the syllables are suggested. A tetcher's note admits that deter-

mining syllable boundariesis difficult, if not impossible, and Seems to

indicate a move away from the emphasis Tdaced upon dictionary syllabification.

The-unit on stress -also emphasizes the impertande of sound and practice in

.explicating the concept. McGraw-Hill uses compounds and prefixes to intro-

duce the Concept of syllabifiCation. There is no attempt at a.definition

of either stress or the syllable. The introduction is Eollowed by,units

-with rules on dictionary syllabification. Scott; Forespan treattnither

syllabification-nor-stress formally:, -merely presentingA)olytyilabic-words,

-first in the reference_ materials-and-then in the lessons -. Because-of the

difficulty in defining the syllable and the lack of-evidence f6r its

usefulnets in,inttructien, syllabification -will not be explicitly treated

in the SWRL Spelling-Pro-graM.

Ad additional skill in the spelling-category is proofreading. Although

the study presented in Personke and Vee (1971) was conducted-with sixth

grade.students, the results seem to indicate that prOofreadin&tkills-N\

(including many dictionary skills) should be emphasized from the beg- inning

. s.

of a spelling program. The SWRL Spelling Program will include proofreading

by emphasizing the need for pupils t5Lcheck their spelling in both-eXerciset

, . ,

and- tests. Some exercises will explicitly involve proofreading-skint by

-asking students to dorrect=misspellings, (Butler, 1972)_.

The-reference-guide:used by Scott, Foresman listt English sounds and

their spelfinga, along_ with,comments and word lists lor each spelling.

7



Thus, when students are in doubt about the spelling,of A-sound, in a par-

ticular word-, they may consult this reference guide. Use of such 'a source

seems to be an appropriate step toward dictionary use, but with emphasis

on-spelling only.
1 '

Pronunciation Symbolization Skills

Pronunciation symbolization skills provide students with a symbolization

system related directly to pronunciation.and useful for finding and verifying

spellings. The SWRL Spelling Program will use the pronunciation symbols I

defined by Cronnell (1972b). The specified symbols are lingUistically valid

and based on a review of those commonly used in textbooks and dictionaries..

To use the symbols, students will need to' become familiar with the use o

a pronunciation key. To avoid student dependence upon_a_particUlar ptonu
4

ciation key or set of key wordss2SoieiNauthorities-(e:g., Lamb, 1964) recommend
.

., -4A

that a selection of dlctionarieste ava4ilable to, the student, if only in
-4,-.0-

.,1 .....

)

/ single copies. A -few spelling series-tjreseqp.a- key within =their books

(Scott, Foresman); some use such symbols only in. /the- supplementary word fi

lists -at the back of the book (Houghton Mifklin),-while others restrict all

references to pronunciation to those like "long a sound" -(McGraw-Hill). Thie

use of key words as an aid in deciphering- pronunciation symbols ia presented

in- only one ,,series- (McGraw- Hill)

Review of current spelling instruction indicated several dictionary-

source skills for Levels 1-16 of the SW41, Spelling Program. The locatio'

skills-of alphabetization and use of guile- words -will be i cluded. Since

syllabification-appears to be of little value, it will not included;
-0

proofreading-will be emphasized throughoUt the program.. The remaining skill

component, "using a reference guide," will be included in the program along.
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with the reference guide described below. In addition, pronunCiatiOn

symbolization skills will be taught.

4

N

MATERIALS FOR DICTIONARY-SOURCE INSTRUCTION

-There are several different kinds of materials which may be used'in

dictionary-source instruction. The simplest are the student written

exercises-, which seem appropriate and sufficient for some of the more

basic skillS like alphabetization. For more advanced skills, additional -

materials are needed.

The most obvious outside source -is a-dictionaiy. However, Levels

1-16 Of the SWRL Spelling Program are expected to be used-approximately

iugrades- K-1, while instruction in dictionary-use generally. begins in-
.

lourth grade. While earlier instruction -- might tie valuable-, use of -the SWRL

Spelling Program,may be limited i
I

f schools-need to,purchase dictionaries

4
1

for third -(and even second) graders tossupplement it, Thus-actual use of

dictionaries for dictionary - source- instruction will not be requiredv although

it .will be ncouraged.

An alphabetized word list (similar to a,d-ictionary, but withOut

definitions, etc.) is more suitable for the SWRL Spelling Program.- Such a
\--

word-list will include words used-in-the Program, as well as- additional

useful words, especially ones with unpredictable buiCcomMon-correspondences.

This word list will employlguide wordt, lor which_instruction will be given.

Previous SWRL descriptive writing tryouts have employed_ word lists, but. -they

are not planned for the K -3 Composition Skills Program currently being

developed. However, there is no reason why pupils should not use their

spelling-word liSt for assistance in composition; in-fact, such -use will be

encouraged.



The reference guide used in the Scott, Foresman program has been
,

mentioned above (page 5): English sounds and their spellidis are listed,

along with comments and word lists: for each spelling. A reasonable alter-
,

-native, of less size but more emphasis on important* spelling content, is a

1

reference guide containing unpredict4le but common correspondences and

correspondences with children seem to have particular difficulty
-----____:,,..

. \
0e4., double Iconsonants, cf. Schwab St Becher, 1972). Such a reference

.

guide will-4)e employed for dictionary-source instruction and will also be

useful aid for - children at ail times when they are spelling.

SEQUENCED DICTIONARY-SOURCE SKILLS FOR IEVELS 1-16

DF THE'SWRL SPELLING PROGRAM .

. ----+-
Review of-dittionary4ource instruction indicated-that most of the',.__

k 1-

,
skills of types (1)-(3) in'Table 1-will be.of value in theSUIL Spelling_

PrOgraM, In Ta le 2, these skills are sequenced from knowing- -the alphabet

in-order -to finding the _Spellings Of-homophones (thisaatte skill, Only,

involving-Meaning). The-sequence is based on organization -reqUiSite

skills (alphalltization by the first,letter of a word befgie alphabetization

by the second) and on difficulty (Skill 10, where only one spelling is

.correct, should be easier than Skill 11 with homophones, where more than one
*

spelling is posSible).
0

jhepriniarymateriala to be used will be the stUdent-written _exercises;

,
additional materials are listed in Table 2., In_ganeral, each skill willi)e.1

treated in only part of -a unit; howeverfor4kills 7- and 10 _a-full unit will

be-devoted to their introduction, including review of previous relevant skills.

For Skills 1-5 and 11, the exercises- -will be brief. For Skills 7- 10,- student

written- exercises will sive directions tomde use of outside sources,
. ,

although Introductory exercises \for Skills 8 and 9 may be self-contained-.



A lieparate reference, guide will be included for use'by pupils at

Levels 8-11; this guide should also be of-use for pupils at later levels,

although not required-for instruction. Sounds for which the correspondences

are cotton-but unpredictable. or are difficult, for children will be included,
./1 .

h correspondence, notes, if needed (e.g., indicating environment),
I

will be included followed by a large but not exhaustive sample of Words

-exemplifying the correspondence. A limited amount of space will be provided

for pupilsto. add words of their own. For levels-12=16, a spelling summary

will be included in-the student materiala; it will briefly (in-about two,

pages) present the reference guide information, but with Only one example

per correspon enae,. to provide pupils with-spelling infOrmation which can

aid them in 1 oking \up the. correct spellings of words ih the word list (or

:dictionary). ,The correspondence content for the reference guide and-spelling

I \\\
.summary is lis ed in the appendix, based on Berdiensky (1971), Becher and

Schwab- (1972), Schwab (1972); am4 Schwab arid Becher (1972).
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TABLE 2,

SEQUENCE'OF DICTIONARY-SOURCE SKILLS-FOR LEVELS 1=16
OF THE SWEL SPELLING PROGRAM

Skill Level
No. of Units Additional
Per Level Materials`,

1. Know the alphabet in-arstez,

2. Alphabetize and locate letters

Alphabetize and ,locate words
by-the first letter

4, Alphabetize and locate words
by-the second lette

5. Alphabetize and.locate
the thirdzIetter

6, VO4nabetize And-1Dcate
by the-fourth letter

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

3

5

6

6'

7

words by 7

,8

wojds 7

8

1*

2**

1
(Before 'Skill 3)
/ //

1/4)1/4,

1

(Before Skill 4)

0

2**

1

:(Before

2**

1

Use a- reference guide/ find- 8 /** lieference:iguide

the spellings of words 9 2*t

10 2**

11 1 ,

Use pronunciation, vthbols ? ".1 Reference guide
10 2**

11 1 (iir 2)

Use guide words 12 1 Word ligt
13 1* (optional: :dictionar

Use wordlist to-find spellings 12 2** Word 11.st

of wrds-with unpredictable but. 13 1* (optional:_ dictionary

common spellings (not homophones)- 14\ 2**

15 1*

16 1*

Find spellings of homophones 15 1* (optional:
\

-(by-use of meaning) 16 1* dictionary)_

*Test skill

**Test skill in seconds.unit
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APPENDIX`

CONTENT FOR THE REFERENCE GUIDE AND SPELLING SUMMARY,

Unpredictable but 'Common Correspondences

Simple' consonant's. Example

ts'/ s sit

_ce/C dance
c/V_e face

se/VV blouse

se)/C it

c/#

/z /-;z
s/V 0/1'

ts /1,v

kseATV

f

Ph

(/0/ gh

(/r/ r

Vowels

wr

y ea-

is/ u

o, o..._.-e

/ U / u-

00

zoo
nose
cloSet
hrui'se),

fit
pheasant

plough)

rat
wreath)

red

bread

up
won,:dbne I

push
book

,te
beet
beat
funny
seize

-brief
ski
honey

Note: Correspond aces in -,pa, entheSes, not used until Level 112 or later,"

will notbe included i iye reference-guide b'ut Will be included, in the spelling

Summary.

13



Vowels (con' t)

,

Lr

a...e
ai

u...e
00
ue/

Example

pale

pair

go

rode
road
grow, grown

rule
room
blue
blew

/ay/ -4 bite
try

'sigh light
ie/: 1l j die
ighT # high

/3/ o long
alll

au haul
aw Crawl
(cm thought)

6

'Vowels plus "r"

I
'
/ar/ (stressed) er her

it bird-

ur hurt
1_(ear search)

ler/ (unstressed)'7. -er 'father

or doctor
(ar .pcollar)

Unstressed vowels

/an/ - en

in

(/ant/ ft ent
ant

1.4

happen
button
ca_ bin)

0

silent )
instant
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Unstressed vowels (con't) Example

/al/ -,.. W # bottle'
(a1/--# animall
W.1 --W barrel!',

//a/ 0 a (syllable final) pyramid '

i (syllable final) ,pelican ,

e (syllable final) appetite
o (syllable final) daffodil.

-yeC/ aCe/
iCe/

0

palace :;)

favorite

15.



Difficult Correspondences on Basis of Schwab and Becher (1972)

Rule Example,

/46/ ay tray.

*/ari- it thirdty

*/ar/- ur curb

//j/ dge/Vp judge

*/ar/ -or/ # tractor

*/0/ igh tight

*/3/ au- -haul

*A0/ -. aw

*/(y)u/ ue

*/,(y) u/ ew

/f/ ff/ fi

possessives

contractions

''base + C + suffix

y i + -es, -ed

thaw

fuel'N

flew

Cliff

Pig's

how'd

canned'

bunnies

*also-on unpredictable but common 1st

16
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